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hehe, is a funny world.shucks, i have no idea. i don't think there is even a dvd of this film. there isn't
even a dvd version in india. there was a vcd version, but a vcd should probably have been region 2,
and the vcds that are region 2 are only region 2 in content. i think those vcds were copied onto cd. i

have never seen a vcd copy of the film. i do know a vcd copy of a film made by this company in 2001
called "sairam" was made, and i think it was a vcd copy of this film that was marketed. the website

for the company was: www.vcdhind.com. i found their other films there. the only other film they have
is "sairam" with ajith kumar in the title role. the plastic boy : this is another film from the same
company, also distributed by door darshan, the owner of the rights to the film. this film is called

"katamarayudu" in the south. it was made in 1997 and is a comedy film. it is far less well known than
the other films i mentioned. the story here is about a plastic boy who wants to be an actor. it's a bit
different than the other films. it has ajith kumar playing the lead role of a struggling star. the film
was directed by bapu.. that's another one of his films. it is very famous in my family, since i was a
child. anonymous,this is good you watch this movie is nice movie i like this movie there are one

movie who is based on our life i think we are happy in our life.watch the movie is a good movie. the
director is great artist and the producer is also good artist. sajdev, thanks! i hope we all get to watch

this movie. :)
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lingkar, your post was both interesting and informative. thank you very much for sharing your
thoughts and feelings with us. this blog post was very helpful to us all. i am sure others will be

benefited by this post, too. it's good to know that everyone has a special pleasure in the film's name.
do remember to share this post with all the folks, who can be of help to you in finding this movie or
at least know whether or not this film exists. it's a matter of time before the movie surfaces. gary,

thanks for replying to my request. yes, i have also got the movie's name. but i would rather not
mention it for now. i will share this with other fans of the movie as soon as we get copies of it. i am
very happy to know that the help i am getting now has enabled other people to find the movie, too.
jay, good to know. thanks for the note. sunny, you're right. all that people can do is to wait for the

movie to reach the screens and watch the movie or read the subtitles, if that would happen! but it's
all a matter of time. :d we've been talking about this film for a long time now. even without telling
each other the movie's title, we can identify the movie when we are watching! i don't think many
people want to be bothered with knowing the movie's title, but we are. there are too many fans of

that movie. lingkar, your post was both interesting and informative. thank you very much for sharing
your thoughts and feelings with us. this blog post was very helpful to us all. i am sure others will be

benefited by this post, too. it's good to know that everyone has a special pleasure in the film's name.
do remember to share this post with all the folks, who can be of help to you in finding this movie or

at least know whether or not this film exists. it's a matter of time before the movie surfaces.
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